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ABSTRACT
Vehicle-track interaction in a switch panel diverging route is studied
with a focus on the way its components may interact in the lateral
direction. Taking one of the cases of S&C benchmark as the base
model, several variants of the co-running trackmodel are considered.
In the first series of simulation, the effect of the lateral separation of
the switch rail and stock rail is investigated, showing that only small
differences are found in terms of wheel/rail forces between a track
model where both rails are coupled, and one where they are free to
move with respect to one another. Only transient effects are visible
at the beginning and at the end of the two-point contact on both
rails. While small, these differences can have some influence in terms
of rolling contact fatigue and wear prediction. In the second series
of simulation, co-running track models are developed including the
baseplate and taking into account such effects as switch rail/stock rail
contact at the undercut plane and dry friction. Significant changes
are observed in the load distributionwithin the switch panel. Conclu-
sions should be consolidated through experimental field measure-
ment and usingmore realistic trackmodels, e.g. discretely supported
rail beammodels.
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1. Introduction

In a railway track, a switch panel is a complex mechanical system composed of several
components: switch rails, stock rails, sliding or baseplate, stock rails and baseplate pads,
etc.While considering the passage of a train, the dynamic interactions between the loading
wheels and all of these components is a complex problem that has rarely been studied in
detail, especially in the diverging route of a turnout.

Whenmodelling switches usingmultibody dynamics software, it is common practice to
model the switch and stock rails as a single element (i.e. rigid body or degree of freedom-
dof ) with an associated single rigid profile. This dof body is attached through a resilient
element to either a third mass representing the sleeper layer or directly to the ground.
In practice, this representation is not realistic. The switch rail typically rests directly on
a baseplate attached to the sleeper, while the stock rail is connected to the baseplate via
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Figure 1. Separation of switch-stock rails. GB CEN56 switch and stock profiles (left). Representative of
ideal track schematic representing the specific switch panel configuration (right).

a resilient layer, as shown in Figure 1. However, commercial Multibody Dynamics (MBS)
software does not readily offer such a trackmodel and themost obvious solution to separate
the switch and stock rail is to use the capability they have tomodel additional wheel contact
with a guide or stock rail. This usually allows the user to define another set of possible
contact with a fourth and fifth rail body in the track (one on either side potentially). It is to
be noted that the separation of the two rails has recently received some interest from the
scientific community [12] accounting only for the vertical interaction and not taking into
account the vehicle or track dynamics, while a dynamic study was presented in [3].

The purpose of this paper is twofold:

• The first part concerns the separation of rails in the lateral direction in the wheel/rail
(W/R) contact. The goal is to evaluate the necessity at the contact level to take into
account the relative lateral dof of the switch rail with respect to the stock rail, which
was not considered in [3].

• The second objective is to elaborate more detailed track models of the switch panel
including the baseplate, to assess their influence on W/R forces, and also on forces
between the components of the switch panel.

The GB 56 kg rail diverging switch case [45] (Run #2 of the S&C benchmark [6]) is
considered as the case study in the present paper. Implementations are done in Multibody
Systems (MBS) software VI-Rail and VOCO.

The base model for the track is the so-called ‘co-running’ track model as defined in
the S&C benchmark. In this model, the switch and the stock rails are connected to a
sleeper-track mass but they are disconnected from one another in the lateral direction.
This assumption may lead to unrealistic results in the diverged route where a contact on
the mating face of the two components is likely between the stock rail and the switch rail.
A variant of the benchmark track model is therefore considered where the switch rail and
the stock rail are coupled along the lateral direction. Comparing this model with the initial
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model allows a qualitative assessment of the effect of the separation of rails in the lateral
direction.

In the second part of the paper, varying track models introducing a baseplate are
considered. Different variants are considered to study the following effects:

• steel on steel contact between stock rail and switch rail;
• dry friction between baseplate and switch rail;
• dry friction between stock rail and switch rail.

2. Methodology

2.1. Case study

Run #2 of the benchmark (GB 56 diverging switch case) is chosen as a case study. The
reader may refer to a thorough description of the settings in the benchmark statement [6].

The only modification in the VOCO settings concerns the output sampling frequency,
which has been increased to 10 kHz instead of 2 kHz initially. This is due to the introduc-
tion of a small mass (baseplate) and high stiffness (contact) in some of the configurations.

MBS software VI-Rail and VOCO are used to address the case study. Simple non-
Hertzian contact models are implemented in both software packages. VI-Rail uses the
Kik–Piotrowski method [7] for normal contact and FASTSIM [8] for tangential contact.
The STRIPES method [9] is considered in VOCO in order to handle the normal and tan-
gential contact. In this study linear stiffness (500 kN/mm) and damping (20N·s/mm) are
introduced in VOCO at the W/R contact level. A Hertzian stiffness with standard steel
properties is considered in VI-Rail with a Hertzian damping ratio of 0.001 [10]. The reader
may refer to the summary of the method statements [11], to the individual online method
statements of each MBS package [12], and finally to the paper dedicated to W/R contact
written in the frame of this special issue [13], for a thorough description of theW/R contact
methods used by each software.

2.2. Trackmodels configuration

Results with the trackmodel of the benchmark are used as a reference. This is a co-running
model with constant properties along the track. Its parameter values are kept unchanged
unless explicitly stated.

In the benchmark (Figure 2), no link exists between the stock rail and the switch rail.
In the diverged route, this assumption may lead to some unrealistic results at the flanging
wheel of the leadingwheelset, where the lateralW/R forces acting on each component force
the two rails together: the lateral force Ysw acting on the switch rail is dominated by the
flange contact normal component, while the force Yst acting on the stock rail is mainly
due to the thread contact tangential component and is acting in the opposite direction
(Figure 3).

In order to assess the effect of the separation of rails in the lateral direction on W/R
forces, a configuration is studied where lateral dofs of the switch rail and the stock rail
(respectively uy,sw and uy,st in Figure 3) are coupled in the track model. In both VOCO
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Figure 2. Co-running track model of the switch panel used for the benchmark.

Figure 3. Sketch of lateral W/R forces acting on the switch rail and the stock rail.

and VI-Rail simulations, this coupling is replaced by a spring with a high stiffness of
15MN/mm and damping 10Ns/mm.

Next, a series of track models (Figure 4) is studied where a baseplate is introduced in
the software VOCO. The baseplate is modelled as a mass, linked to the track through a
baseplate pad. The switch rail rests on the baseplate with steel on steel contact. Model (a)
is the simplest one where the baseplate is connected to the switch rail through stiff springs
accounting for the steel on steel contact. In model (b), a unilateral contact is added at the
undercut plane of angleφ between the switch rail and the stock rail. No initial gap is consid-
ered between the rails. In model (c), the lateral spring is removed at the interface between
the baseplate and the switch rail, and is replaced by dry friction with a Coulomb’s limit.
The maximum lateral force is the vertical force times a constant friction coefficient. The
same joint has been used in a study of the lateral resistance of the track with a flexible track
model [14]. The model of the dry friction element is briefly described in [15]. The more
elaborate model (d) takes into account dry friction with a Coulomb’s limit between the
switch rail and the stock rail. The maximum tangent force is the normal force times a con-
stant friction coefficient. Model’s topology is presented in Figure 4 and their parameter
values are listed in Table 1. It is to be noted that some parameter values of Table 1 may
not correspond to the actual design of the CEN56 switch panel, as they were not at the
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Figure 4. Topology of the track models (a), (b), (c) and (d).

disposal of the authors. Although the orders of magnitude of the input data are believed to
be relevant, the validation of the presented results should be supported by actual physical
measurements. It should also be noted that constant properties are used along the track. In
the actual design (GB CEN56 CV type, 245m radius), the moveable length of the switch
rails for which the baseplates might be considered active is located approximately between
0 and 8.9m with respect to the beginning of the switch, and the length over which the
switch rail can contact the stock rail is about 4m.

All results are plotted according to the conventions and coordinate systems of the
benchmark:

• Y-axis points to the right, Z-axis points downward.
• W/R forces are given as applied on the rail.

Results are always considered at the flanging wheel of the leading wheelset as it is the
one applying the highest lateral load on the switch-stock rail elements. As part of this study
the authors also looked at the behaviour of the trailing axle of the front bogie, but the lateral
forces applied were very low and no relevant differences were identified between the two
modelling approaches (benchmark reference and direct connection).
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Table 1. Parameter values of track models (a), (b), (c) and (d). Stiffnesses (k) are
given in kN/mm, damping coefficients (c) in Ns/mm, masses (m) in kg.

Parameter Track model Description Value

mb (a) (b) (c) (d) Baseplate mass 40
krb2,z (a) (b) (c) (d) Stock rail pad vertical stiffness 150
crb2,z (a) (b) (c) (d) Stock rail pad vertical damping 100
krb2,y (a) (b) (c) (d) Stock rail pad lateral stiffness 30
crb2,y (a) (b) (c) (d) Stock rail pad lateral damping 150
kbt,z (a) (b) (c) (d) Baseplate pad vertical stiffness 150
cbt,z (a) (b) (c) (d) Baseplate pad vertical damping 100
kbt,y (a) (b) (c) (d) Baseplate pad lateral stiffness 30
cbt,y (a) (b) (c) (d) Baseplate pad lateral damping 150
krb1,z (a) (b) (c) (d) Switch rail/baseplate vertical stiffness 15000
crb1,z (a) (b) (c) (d) Switch rail/baseplate vertical damping 100
krb1,y (a) (b) Switch rail/baseplate lateral stiffness 1500
krb1,y (a) (b) Switch rail/baseplate lateral damping 100
φ (b) (c) (d) Undercut plane angle 70
krr,n (b) (c) (d) Stock rail/switch rail normal stiffness 1500
crr,n (b) (c) (d) Stock rail/switch rail normal damping 10
μrb (c) (d) Switch rail/baseplate friction coefficient 0.7
krb3,y (c) (d) Switch rail/baseplate lateral series stiffness 1500
μrr (d) Stock rail/switch rail friction coefficient 0.7
krr,t (d) Stock rail/switch rail tangent series stiffness 150

3. Results

3.1. Study of the separation of rails in the lateral direction

The track model of the benchmark does not consider any direct connection in the lateral
direction between the stock rail and the switch rail. In a first approach, the benchmark
model is modified by incorporating a rigid connection in the lateral direction between
both rails. The comparison of this newmodel with the initial one allows to assess the effect
on the contact conditions of the separation of rails in the lateral direction.

Figure 5 shows the comparison between the benchmark model (dotted lines) and the
new one (solid lines) in terms ofW/R contact forces for VOCO (blue) and VI-Rail (black).
Plots on the left present results along the entire switch panel (1–6m, zero being the start
of the switch). Plots on the right focus in the zone where initial contact between the wheel
flange and the switch rail occurs (∼1.8m). A sustained two-point contact occurs for nearly
2m (distance 1.8–3.5m) where the switch rail and the stock rail are forced together by
lateral forces acting in opposite directions on both rail parts, and where relatively high
longitudinal forces are acting in opposite direction on both rail parts (higher on the switch
rail and pushing backwards). Beyond the two-point contact, there is departure from the
stock rail, i.e. a full transfer of contact on the switch rail, characterised by a slightly reduced
curving force (Y), reduced steering force (X), and increased centrifugal vertical force (Q)
on the outer rail. Note that VOCO at that point shows a higher transient dynamic Q force
of about 18 kN peak to peak amplitude (∼+/−15% of nominal load). VI-Rail on the other
hand shows a few spikes on the Y and X forces.

These small differences can be seen from either software implementation due to their
core differences and contact algorithm. They are discussed in the benchmark exercise inde-
pendently from this paper. Instead, this paper focuses on the potential differences that may
be observed by implementing a direct connection between the two rails. Regarding this
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Figure 5. Run #2. Comparison ofW/R contact forces between the trackmodel of the benchmark (dotted
line) and with an additional rigid connection in the lateral direction between both rails (solid line) for
VOCO (blue) and VI-Rail (black). Zooming on the first load transfer on the switch rail in the right-hand
side plots.

matter, bothMBS codes do not predict significant changes caused by the connection. Only
a local increase in forces is observed principally due to the switch rail making harder initial
contact as it does not move laterally as much as it does in the benchmark definition. It may
be noted these differences are not due to changes in contact conditions which would be
caused by the rigid lateral connection. For instance, contact angles (not plotted) are almost
the same in both models showing a similar flange contact at the outer wheel of the leading
axle.

As the rise of forces going through flange contact is sharper in the case where lateral
dofs are coupled, and although very localised, it is interesting to look at the difference this
may have on rolling contact fatigue and wear prediction for the thinner part of the switch
blade. Figure 6 shows the wear index (or T gamma [16]) in the area of first contact with
the switch (left) and on full contact departure onto the switch rail (right). Another model
is added to the comparison by fully constraining switch and stock rail in both vertical and
lateral directions. Both constrained models show the increased wear damage on the initial
flange contact, compared to the more forgiving benchmark definition. There is also recip-
rocally an effect on the stock rail where the RCF prediction are locally higher with both
constrained models. While the lateral constrained model shows very similar results to the
simpler approach of having a solid profile for both switch and stock rail, this highlights the
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Figure 6. Run#2. ComparisonofW/RWear Index (T gamma)between the trackmodel of thebenchmark
(black dotted), the laterally coupleddof (blue solid) and the solid connection (red semi-dashed) in VI-Rail.
Left hand side focuses on the initial contactwith the switch and right-hand side on the contact departure
from the stock rail. The red rectangle shows the conditions leading to RCF, the black dash line being the
highest risk [16]. Above the red rectangle, only wear occurs and increases with the Wear Index value.

fact that more accurate models of the switch panel including flexibility of rails would be
required in order to assess the complete dynamic effects in this area of the switch toe, and
more particularly where switch tip fatigue is of concern.

3.2. Effect of wheel shapes

In order to verify that the conclusions obtained so far on the rail separation are not affected
by the type of wheel and rail used, a few additional simulations are carried out using wheels
GB P8, and two worn GB P10 (equivalent to S1002), including one which is hollow worn.
The results are plotted in Figure 7 based on the wear index output (T gamma) comparing
both benchmark and constrained dof models. As can be seen, the different wheels lead to
different initial flange contact position on the switch rail, as well as differing levels of wear
magnitude. The hollowwheel Figure 7(c) shows the biggest changewith a later contact with
the switch rail and longer two-point contact. However it is obvious from these figures that
only small differences in results are due to the separation of rails in the lateral direction, as
compared to the effect of the wheel shape, and the same qualitative difference is observed
on all these four cases.

3.3. Study of trackmodels with a baseplate

Simulations of several possible track models with a baseplate are compared, starting from
the simpler model (a) to the more complex one (d). The influence of the track models on
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Figure 7. Run #2. Comparison of T gamma wear index in VI-Rail for four different wheel designs.
Benchmark model (dash lines) and lateral constrained rails (solid lines).

the W/R forces and baseplate/switch rail forces is discussed in Section 3.4. In this section,
the distribution of loadswithin the switch panel is studied for each of the four trackmodels.

3.3.1. Model (a)
Model (a) is a three-layer model including a baseplate between the rails and the track
(Figure 4(a)). As the switch rail rests on the baseplate, the compliance between the track
and the switch rail is given by the baseplate pad.

Forces between the rails and the baseplate are plotted on the left side of Figure 8. Their
pattern looks very similar to the W/R forces of previous models (Figure 5).

3.3.2. Model (b)
Model (b) is model (a) plus a connection between the rails. This connection is a unilateral
normal contact operating in the undercut plane with an angle φ of 70° with no initial gap.

Forces between the rails and the baseplate are plotted on the right side of Figure 8. As
sketched in Figure 1 or Figure 4(b), the vertical component of the normal force at the
undercut plane tends to push the switch rail downward. Due to the inclined orientation
of the undercut plane, the magnitude of the lateral projection of the normal force between
the rails is higher than the vertical one. Even before the flanging contact, the magnitude
of lateral forces is about +/−3 kN, which is not negligible. This is due to the high stiffness
krb1,y (1500 kN/mm see Table 1) of the connection between the baseplate and the switch
rail. In comparison with the previous model (a), an additional oscillation at a frequency
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Figure 8. Run #2. VOCO results. Baseplate → stock rail (red dashed line) and baseplate → switch rail
vertical and lateral forces (blue solid line) in models (a) and (b). Components of switch rail → stock rail
normal forces (yellow dotted line) in model (b).

around 300Hz is visible in the lateral component of the contact force at the undercut plane
between the rails as a result of first flange contact with the switch rail. This oscillation is
due to the transmission of the high impact force to both the rails through their stiff con-
nection, while the relatively small rail mass is prone to vibrations. It is to be noted that the
lumped mass co-running track model, might not represent sufficiently well the amount of
structural damping that would be better represented by a discretely supported beam track
model, i.e. transmitted some of the energy along the rails and track structure.

3.3.3. Model (c)
Model (c) is model (b) with a dry friction link in the lateral direction between the baseplate
and the switch rail instead of a spring-damper. The steel on steel interface is supposed to
be rough with a friction coefficient of 0.7 as this interface is generally subject to weathering
and corrosion.

Forces in the switch panel are plotted on the left side of Figure 9. Coulomb’s limit is also
plotted. Due to Coulomb’s law, the switch rail/baseplate lateral force is lower than in the
previousmodel as there is saturation of the force and the switch rail would tend to slide and
force against the stock rail. Consequently, stock rail/baseplate forces and stock rail/switch
rail forces are higher. In comparison with the previous model (b), an additional peak in
lateral forces is visible around 3.4 m at the transition zone from the stock rail to the switch
rail. This corresponds to an increase of the switch rail/baseplate vertical force through the
Coulomb’s friction law. Higher short transient peaks are also found at the entrance of the
switch at the interface between the switch rail and the baseplate. Because of the dry friction,
the relatively high lateral forces of magnitude 3 kN visible in model (b) at the beginning
of the switch have disappeared. Regarding this matter, model (c) seems more realistic than
model (b).
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Figure 9. Run #2. VOCO results. Baseplate → stock rail (red dashed line) and baseplate → switch rail
(blue solid line) vertical and lateral forces. Components of switch rail→ stock rail normal forces (yellow
dotted line) inmodels (c) and (d). Coulomb’s limit on lateral baseplate→ switch rail forces (thinmagenta
dashed line) in model (c). Components of switch rail→ stock rail tangent forces (magenta dash-dotted
line) in model (d).

3.3.4. Model (d)
Model (d) is model (c) plus dry friction in the tangent direction at the interface between
both rails.

Forces in the switch panel are shown on the right side of Figure 9. Comparison with
model (c) shows that the dry friction between the rails tends to mitigate peaks at the
interface between the switch rail and the baseplate.

3.4. Summary of various configurationmodels

Figures 10 and 11 show the vertical and lateral forces on the switch rail, respectively, for
all models and along the full length of the switch rail. Two-point contact occurs roughly
between 1.8 and 3.4m, after that the full wheel load is on the switch rail (stock rail load
not plotted). The general observation is the benchmark model and the initial rigid cou-
pling of both rails lead to one set of results, while the baseplate system leads to another
group of results, essentially introducing higher frequency transient load at first contact,
and higher transient loads while the wheel transfers fully onto the switch, especially in the
lateral direction where coupling force elements are introduced.

Figures 12 and 13 show the vertical load for all cases, zoomed on the initial contact with
the switch rail and zoomed on the contact departure from the stock rail, respectively.

The following observations are made on the first part (Figure 12):

• The benchmark definition is the most compliant of all, with a smoother build-up of the
force on first contact with the leading wheel flange.
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Figure 10. Vertical force on switch rail for all models.

Figure 11. Lateral force on switch rail for all models.

• The introduction of a coupling between rails leads to a much steeper increase of force
on the first contact, some oscillation of the load, and generally higher forces into the
switch blade initially.

• The baseplate models follow the same trend and introduce further dynamics oscillation
at higher frequency, which are exacerbated for models (c) and (d), due to the added
Coulomb friction definition. However, the general rise of the force on the early part of
the switch blade is not as high as the coupled model, and the baseplate can be seen to
mitigate this.
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Figure 12. Vertical force on switch rail initial contact for all models.

Figure 13. Vertical forces on switch rail after loss of contact with the stock rail for all models.

• Considering theses oscillations, it would be worthwhile to study the effect of different
contactmodels with a damping term to accommodate the energy loss during the impact
process [17].

The following observations are made on the later contact with the switch (Figure 13):

• Both the benchmark and coupled rail model give nearly identical results.
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• The baseplate models show an earlier full transfer onto the switch rail, with a higher
dynamic amplification factor.

• Baseplate models (c) and (d) show further increased dynamic loading at a high fre-
quency on full load transfer, which is quickly damped out.

Interestingly, looking at the vertical and lateral forces exerted onto the switch rail by the
baseplate at first contact with the switch rail (Figure 14), and ignoring high transient spikes

Figure 14. Forces (Q-black and Y-red) between the switch rail and the baseplate for all baseplate
systems, on first contact with the switch rail.

Figure 15. Forces (Q-black and Y-red) between the switch rail and the baseplate for all baseplate
systems, on full load transfer to the switch rail.
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from models (c) and (d), there is an obvious variation of loading onto the baseplate from
each of themodel variation, especially in the lateral direction (steady-state load between 12
and 40 kN). This modelling approach is therefore proving very interesting to estimate such
loads that can be associated with a number of damage mechanism for baseplated switches,
however, it is not possible from this study to say which option is the most realistic, as this
would require further investigation and measurement, as well as better discretely support
beam track models.

Figure 15 shows the vertical and lateral load onto the switch after full transfer. All base-
plate models are showing the same trend following some initial high transient effect after
the transfer, which is more prominent from the models (c) and (d) as shown from the
overall contact forces.

4. Conclusions

This paper discusses the detailed implementation of the switch and stock rails relative
movement whilst simulating vehicles running through switches in the diverging direction.
The modelling approach proposed in the S&C benchmark is tested against the assumption
that generally the switch rail rests against the stock rail and a very stiff connection between
the two should be considered in the lateral direction. The results show that considering
this rigid connection in the lateral direction leads to a sharper increase in flange contact
loading on first contact as well as a more rapid full transition on the switch rail (departure
from the stock rail). It was also shown that locally these higher transient effects can lead to
increase wear prediction as well as slightly different contact energy prediction on the stock
rail (a driver for RCF). However, apart from these variations observed at the start and end
of the section where two-point contact occurs on both rails, the overall magnitude and
global forces remain very similar in other areas. Results also indicate that only small dif-
ferences in the contact conditions are due to the separation of rails in the lateral direction,
as compared for example to other effects such as wheel shapes.

In a second part, this paper investigates further the detailed modelling of a baseplate
system, to see if the relative motion between switch and stock rail can, and should be
modelled considering unidirectional stiffness reaction and Coulomb friction interaction
between the two rail parts. The results show that the introduction of the baseplate addi-
tional mass as well as the non-linear friction leads to increased dynamics effects especially
on the first contact with the switch rail and on full departure from the stock rail (start and
end of load sharing on both rails). These additional dynamic effects are mainly due to the
vertical/lateral coupling of the contact in the undercut plane and to the dry friction. It is
shown that the benchmark approach under-evaluates the dynamic aspects and potential
damage at the switch toe on the first contact, while the coupled approach would tend to
overestimate the forces and damage with respect to the baseplate system. As some of the
configurations lead to oscillations of the wheel/rail forces, it would be worthwhile to con-
sider contact models accounting for impact effects. The benefit of modelling the baseplate
system allows to understand the respective load distribution between each of the rails and
their support in the track structure which can be of interest for track design and mainte-
nance. Also, this model taking into account the separation of rails is crucial as it could be
used to study accidental derailment cases due to partial opening of switch blades. However,
this work concludes that further investigation using more advanced flexible track models,
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including beam approach for the rails would allow to fully study the complex behaviour
of the system in this area and support any fatigue investigation on switch blades or track
support as well as detailed derailment investigation studies able to consider cross effects of
the axle loads of the vehicle.
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